INTRODUCTION
TERM 2 - CARBON WORK : GEOPARK ACTIVATION
TERM 1 - GEO-ACT
The title of my term 2 project contains the two phrases ‘carbon work’ and ‘geopark activation’; chosen
to emphasise the context of research I have carried out over two academic terms.
This proposal examines the climate crisis through the lens of the North West Highlands UNESCO
Geopark, which is situated along the route of the North Coast 500. Here, the landscape has been
re-worked by civilians towards an active state of carbon sequestration both on land and at sea. A
keystone intervention of seagrass restoration is introduced to Achmelvich bay as a case study for
marine habitat expansion along the coastline.
The project explores the human relationship with carbon and its localised cycles within site ecologies.
Addressing such themes as marine plastic debris, kelp forests, the restoration of peat and wetlands,
and the diversification of woodlands in the generation of biochar. The project touches on alternate
means of thinking economically with carbon, and our collective roles and responsibilities in reshaping
landscapes.
In term 1, I concluded with ‘Geo-act’, an investigative work which questioned the notions of ‘what is
a UNESCO geopark’ and ‘how does it perfom as a landscape’. My fieldwork and drawings took on a
number of visual mediums, exploring the actants of the landscape, territories and boundaries of scale,
future scenario buildng with the climate crisis, and the rhetoric or narrative of the park.
The following two books summarise the research process of Carbon work, and GEO-ACT the
contextual paper / dissertation.
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OCEANIC CIRCULATION
THE WORLD
Thermohaline circulation of the worlds deep ocean
currents is a critical part of the Earths climate
system, as well as oceanic nutrient and carbon
dioxide cycles.

The most famous gyre is the North Atlantic which
contains the largest offshore plastic accumulation
zone containing an estimated 1.8 trillion pieces (250
per living human).

Known as the ‘global conveyer belt’ it circulates
the globe on a 1000 year time span and
contains 5 oceanic gyres.

Plastics washing into the West coast of Scotland
consist of localised fishing gear; however items
have also been traced to countries such as France,
Ireland, Spain, Canada and the USA (highlighted) travelling along Atlantic and Iberian currents.
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1. Painted & weathered
wooden exterior

4. Rock pool shell

7. Sea inlet algae

10. Inland lichen on rock

2. Rock pool habitat

5. Exposed beach rock

8. Melted plastic on
rock

11. Tidal flow patterns

3. Croft-site remains

6. Dry moss & lichen
species

9. Machair beach path

12. Lewisian gneiss
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1. ‘Hermits castle’
exterior

4. On the edge of the
sea

7. Various lichen species

10. Varied texture of
concrete

2. Concrete-shell
glomerate of building

5. Interior gaps of light

8. Interior view towards
tide

11. Micro vegetation
habitats

3. Visible traces of
construction

6. Small flora colonising
concrete

9. Concrete blends into
gneiss environment
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1. Wood markings

4. Freestanding gneiss
rock

7. Water sluice marker

10. Weathered concrete

2. Exposed wood

5. Charred wood
(driftwood)

8. Sheep, deer
& shetland pony
footprints visible on-site

11. Grazed machair

3. ‘Walls’ of gneiss
rocks

6. Blown-shell
fragments in wood

9. Beach composed
entirely of shell

12. Water board
markers
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COLLAGE
Modern creel nets - plastic
Seaweed harvesting
Seaweed fertiliser - crofting runrigs
Kelp burn kilns (potash industry)
Fishing rope fragments (archaeological)

WILLOW & HEATHER
National Museum of Scotland
Creel nets
Cassie baskets

ONE DAY ONE TOOL
ORIGINAL PROPOSAL : SITE WORK IN WATER
Immersion with the water and
collection of marine plastics

ONE DAY ONE TOOL
EVENT: BEACH COLLECTION
Sortation
Curation
Documentation
Washing
Disposal

PLASTICS COLLECTION: 2 hours, Achmelvich bay

INSIGHT: ARTIST STUDIO VISIT
As part of my research into marine plastic pollution along
the Scottish North coast, I visited environmental artist Julia
Barton who works between field visits to beaches and
shorelines and her home studio located in Rosshire.
Julia has spent over eight years addressing the problem of
marine plastic pollution in various mediums and projects
including sculptures, workshops, essays and multi-media
works. Her path towards this was preceded by an artistic
interest in the ecology of seaweeds, and this led her to the
North West Coast of Scotland. It soon become apparent
that the health of the coastal ecology was being drastically
compromised by the presence of plastic debris; the focus
of her work then changed towards this topical issue, which
has gradually worsened over time.
As an artist and engaging communicator she has
developed a level of self-taught expertise which was
demonstrated on a collection walk we took together at her
local beach of Badentarbert. On this walk, she explained
to me that the polymer contents of each ‘type’ of plastic
artefact will vary, and the embodied energy of each of
these will subsequently be different. The importance of
this is relevant for demonstrating the amout of energy that
could be saved by stopping plastic leakage into the marine
environment, and the potential value of recovering and
recycling. Marine plastics like household plastics, need to
be sorted according to the items particular polymer type for
recycling.
The majority of plastics along this beach are composed of
fishing-industry debris which varies in scale from microstrands and shards, to heavy duty tubing. Interestingly, the
beach acts as a sortation facility by its topography, rocks,
tidal zones and the interaction with climactic wind, wave
and storm patterns.

At the North West end of the beach a loch-inlet stream
flows out towards the sea and we find the smallest shards
of plastics. At the South Eastern end where the shore
meets a cliff headland, Westerly storms deposit the largest
items, such as tubing, furniture, toys and unexpected items.
Between these two extremes lies the regular tidal line of
washed seaweeds; completely enmeshed in strands of
fishing rope, pegs, strapping and netting, and all at different
stages of UV degradation. It is a very sad and distressing
site to behold.
During my morning with Julia, I learned that the recycling
process and responsibility taken for sources of plastic
materials is very limited, to the extent that many of
the collected items end up at landfill. The reach of the
materials are also not limited to the shoreline. Due to wind
action, plastic debris can be found up to 2km inland and
embedded in sand dunes, meadows or rocky outcrops
surrounding the periphery of a beach.
The coastal environment is visibly and irrevocably suffering
and there are limits to what individual(s) can do without
policy change. However, in light of this there is scope to
increase understanding of how/when/where plastics are
likely to ‘land’ along this coastline, as they will continue to
do so at a quickening storm-dependent rate. Designing
the collection and recycling process is a project in itself,
however the time spent with Julia and collecting waste
plastics at my chosen site of Achmelvich has helped gain a
first-hand understanding of the situation.

Litter cube works by Julia Barton

INSIGHT: ARTIST STUDIO VISIT
BADENTARBERT BEACH SURVEY LEARNING
ARTIST & STUDENT

Loch inlet contains plastics
washed inland

Heavy duty tubing - also found in
Achmelvich bay (pictured)

Meshwork of washed seaweeds,
ropes and plastic fibres

Microplastics accumulating
at inlet/sea boundary

Large items such as furniture, toys
and heavy duty fishing gear

INSIGHT: PARK RANGER
Has designation of the park been a
success?
The designation of the park as a
UNESCO Geopark has been a
success in the sense that it has
highlighted the importance of Scottish
geologic heritage. Although it can’t
be quantified if this has brought more
tourism, it has raised awareness to
locals and schools within the region.
Furthermore the historic work of
Scottish geologists has shaped
how the world views the Scottish
landscape.
Are there any climate change and
wildlife monitoring devices or
programmes within the park?
Wildlife monitoring in the geopark is
mostly carried out by the Assynt field
club, and West Sutherland fisheries
trust. There is growing recognition of
peatland as a carbon store and the
park contains a lot of this. Hopefully
there will be funding resources
available in time to help us manage
this better. At the moment there is
grant money available for planting
trees which isn’t necessarily always
the best solution for peat soils.
Do tourists from a non-geological
background engage with the park?
The park has always strived towards
full engagement at all levels since
inception, with mixed success. This
relies on local people feeling they have
a sense of ownership in how the park
is run, for example with open days,
activities and geo-festivals. There is a
director from each community council
area on the board, who is the link

between park engagement and local
communities.
Tourists can not fail to know they
are in a geopark with all information
leaflets, billboards, road signs, apps
and the rock stop visitor centre
designed for lay person in mind. The
North Coast 500 route has increased
footfall but not necessarily ‘full’
engagement with the park.
What challenges do you face
as a ranger looking after this
landscape?
The main areas of conflicts are the
owners of dogs who do not keep
them on a leash; the dogs often
chase sheep, or can scare families
on Achmelvich beach. There are
recreational conflicts at Achmelvich
with people playing golf on the
machair, or fast boats with waterskis
who might disturb those who want to
have a quiet swim or observe nature.
Occasionally there are land owners/
users carrying out illegal wildlife
management or people not acting
responsibly during the stalking season.
Do you have any comments about
the ecological monitoring of the
land-sea transect at Achmelvich
beach, in relation to climate change
and plastics pollution?
Examining climate change and impact
on local ecology is something we
have been slow to address. There is
a scientist who has been monitoring
seashore invertebrates on the NW
coast and has seen incredible
changes to the ecology. Some top

Park ranger hut
(Highland council &
UNESCO Geoopark)
Achmelvich bay

shells previously only seen on the
south coast of England have now
reached these waters in the last ten
years or so. Our seabirds are in big
decline because of a lack of sand
eels who feed on plankton. The cold
water plankton species have moved
northwards and out of reach of
breeding seabirds.
In Achmelvich bay there is a conflict
between locals and Scottish natural
heritage regarding the marram dunes,
which mark the boundary between
tidal beach and the machair meadows.
They would like to see the marram
grass cut or removed, however there is
not enough understanding that these
dunes were planted in the 1970s to
protect the machair from eroding as
sea levels rise and storms increase.
For example archaeological works
are being hurried up at Clachtoll
Broch in the next bay, as the machair
foundation of this 2000 year old
structure is at risk of eventually
becoming lost to the sea.
We have a big plastic problem due to
the fishing industry. 95% of the litter on
our coasts is from the fishing industry
and many birds and cetaceans are
washed up entangled in fishing line.
However Lochinver has just been
awarded KIMO status as part of their
fishing for litter project in a reduce to
stop fishermen discarding litter at sea,
and some community groups are quite
active with the Scottish wildlife trust
such as Ullapool sea savers.

INSIGHT: PROJECT SEAGRASS
Seagrass is unique in the underwater
plant world, as it flowers perennially like
land-based flora and therefore thrives
only in areas where water turbidity is
low (and sunlight can reach it). There
are over 70 species spread across the
globe and Zostera marina is the species
that survives in colder UK and European
waters.
Seagrass is important for its ‘blue
carbon’ storage, or sequestration
ability which accounts for 10% of
the oceans capacity to store carbon
despite only occupying 0.2% of the
sea floor. Seagrass further acts as an
important nursery habitat for small fish
and invertebrates and prevents beach
erosion through absorption of wave
energy.
Although these meadows hold so
much potential for carbon storage,
such habitats are in decline around
the world with loss rates comparable
to endangered coral reefs and tropical
rainforests.
In Scotland, degradation has been
particularly exacerbated by modern
fishing methods and eutrophication as
a result of land management changes.
The fishing industry has impacted
seagrass survival in manifold ways;
through physical damage to the seabed
floor (by dredging, boat propellers
and moorings), fuel pollution, and
the by-waste from fish farms which
cause long term irreparable damage
to the seabed floor. The problem of
eutrophication has occurred as a result
of changes to agriculture since the
1960s, with increased use of nitrate
fertiliser, pesticides and the long term
degradation of peat soils which have
increased water run-off and flooding.
As there are so few case studies
of seagrass restoration in Europe, I
contacted the director of the UK charity
‘Project Seagrass’ to find out more
about their recent flagship project in
South West Wales, and to seek advice
about the potential for restoration in
Scotland.
INTERVIEW SUMMARY RICHARD
LILLEY, DIRECTOR;

PROJECT SEAGRASS was set up by
an academic team at the University
of Wales, and launched the biggest
seagrass restoration project in the UK
with the recent planting of over 1million
seeds in Dale Bay. This was a test
model to prove the concept of seagrass
restoration at community scale. In
Scotland there is even greater scope
for restoration projects, as coastal
communities have a strong sense of
place and the boards who govern the
marine protected areas in Scotland are
more receptive than in Southern waters.
However for any project to succeed,
monitoring of nutrient conditions and
test runs before scaling up is essential
to ensure the initial causes of loss are
not still present. In the majority of cases
this is because of historic damage and
eutrophication.
It is early days for restoration projects
and techniques - there is a lot to learn.
However they are a wonderful way
for children and communities to be
involved in the ecological health of their
local environment and provide a really
interesting case for raising awareness of
marine restoration and prompting policy
change.
Seagrass meadows have a synergistic
relationship with kelp forests and oyster
beds; which as filter feeders help to
rebalance nutrient levels. The storage
and germination of seeds must take
place in a sponsored marine lab, which
at the moment is in Swansea. There is
scope for a new lab to be opened in
Glasgow or the Highlands & Islands.
Communities can certainly plant seeds
in conjunction with the lab, and harvest
them.
The method used was a new one called
Bags of seagrass line (BoSSLine).
This included a very large number of
natural hessian bags attached to rope
and anchored to the seabed. When
deployed in a suitable environment,
94% of the bags develop mature
seagrass shoots. The bags contain
100 seeds and sediment from the local
beach. The bonus of this pilot method
was the wide range of volunteers who
readily contributed their time to create
the BoSSLine bags and had fun with
the launch. (Project seagrass, 2020)

Visual: growth over time

PROJECT
DEVELOPMENT

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT
CARBON WORK
The central concept for the project proposal soon took
the form of a carbon-based cycle; with the start point
being a method of treating local water degradation,
pollution and nutrient overloading. The end point of the
cycle being a site of seagrass restoration as a tool of
cross-collaboration and community engagement. The
end goal keystone species to the project is the spinyseahorse, which is endangered in the UK and resides in
Zostera marina seagrass meadows.
Along the journey of this carbon cycle, the project further
aims to reduce wave action, and therefore reduce the
impact of increased storm surges and beach erosion, and
help preserve the fraile machair ecosystem.
The introduction of increased kelp, red seaweeds,
and seagrass meadows will enrich the marine life
biodiversity and provide nutrients for phytoplankton, and
subsequently the eels which seabirds feed on. This will
help to reconnect a number of ecologic chains which

have been damaged over time. Furthermore, seaweeds
and seagrass act as sources of blue carbon sequestration.
Similarly, the introduction of willow woodland for the
generation of biochar, acts as an alternate means
of ‘carbon economy’ and assists in the land based
sequestration of carbon, and remediation of soils.
Finally, addressing the issue of plastics debris through
coastal walks markers, helps to highlight the issue and
tie in to a park-wide model of forming a new carbon
purpose. To store, restore, and not generate more waste.
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10. Water mint
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15. Joint leaved rush

16. Lesser spearwort
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17. Aspen
Populus tremula

19. Hazel
Corylus avellana

18. Downy birch
Betula pubescens

20. Dog rose
Rosa canina

21. Rowan
Sorbus aucuparia
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WOODLAND & SHRUB SPECIES

While researching historic materials used in the fishing
industry of North West Scotland, I learned that coppiced
and woven willows were used to make creeling and
quarter cran baskets. Already aware that willows are
also a common species at sites of remediation, I began
to research how such trees could be used in a modern
crafting context. (Woven communities, 2020)
This led me to studies in Sweden where willow
plantations have been used in the generation of biochar.
This stores more carbon per square metre than living
trees. It can also be used in phytoremediation of soils
and water; thus feeding into a cyclic loop of land and
sea ecological connection.
There is a practical craftsmanship to the generation
of biochar. The production is low-key and suited to
community-run enterprises which generate income. In
Stockholm, the city purchased biochar for urban tree
beds with a mix of 15% biochar 85% concrete. The beds
absorb rainwater so any stormwater run-off therefore
acts as infiltration. (Rosenqvist et al, 2000)

For the site of Achmelvich bay I selected Salix viminalis
(ossier willow) as the key species for a new small forest
plantation for the purpose of biochar generation and
coppicing for craft. Two further shrub species of willow
(Salix aurita and Salix caprea) were selected for the
fringes and boundaries of the plantation, to disguise any
hard landscaping fencing which is necessary to prevent
deer grazing. This would also encourage spontaneous
colonisation in the surrounding area.
The site of the plantation and biochar facility will be
located near a waterworks facility. The plantation will
treat run-off from the waterworks facility, and can be
reached directly through an access-road.

ged
h

BIOCHAR GENERATION

Coppicing and harvesting of willow
occurs in a 3-year cycle

1g biochar = 200sqm surface area
long decomposition time in soil

Biochar is carbon rich & differs
to charcoal which is generated
solely for fuel

Biochar sequesters anything it
comes into contact with; water,
nutrients, gases, nitrogen,
phosphorous, E.coli, pesticides,
heavy metals or PCB’s

It can be made up of a mixture
of biomass ingredients; leaf
litter, agricultural residue, plants
and wood

Biochar & composting are
synergistic & have been shown to
increase plant yield matter by up to
11.5% per Ha

It occurs by process of pyrolysis
in round steel kilns
logs are built up in concentric
layers within the ring kiln,
before firing up for a duration of
12-14 hours

Willow trees act as soil remediators
against heavy metals or pesticides.
They are also shown to be an excellent
source of biochar owing to a particularly
porous cellular structure - great for
carbon sequestration

burning of the biochar is managed
through a series of vents which
allow the smoke to escape

1g biochar =
long decomp

Coppiced willow can be used creatively as a
structural & sculptural material. Such as the
creation of woodland overhead pathways,
fencing and childrens or wildlife hideaways

WOODLAND & SHRUB
Tree legend 1- 3
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1. Salix aurita
Eared willow

2

2. Salix viminalis
Ossier wilow

3

3. Salix caprea
Pussy willow

WOODLAND PLANTING GRID
Grid transect profile

Site fencing:
grazing protection

Coppicing & biochar plantation
Salix viminalis

Soft boundary shrub cover
Salix caprea & Salix aurita

PLASTIC BEACH MARKERS
SITE INSTALLATION
The materiality of Achmelvich and the NW Scotland
coastline has evolved since the days of kelp harvesting
and willow baskets. We are now commonly presented
with the material of plastic at shorelines which are slowly
working their way inland and down into the soil.
While this process can not be prevented entirely by small
communities, the process of large items washing back
out into the ocean which can entangle wildlife or degrade
further, can be prevented by thoughtful interaction with
the shoreline.
The creation of literal plastic markers at selective beach
sites is a means of highlighting in a simple manner,
the complexities of marine plastic debris and recycling
at human-scale. The intention for the clearly ‘named’

Plastic markers NW Scotland
Inspired by water sluice markers at sites
of water valves, Scottish water board.

markers is to reinforce specified beaches as problem
areas and create a meeting or gathering point. Billboards
with guidance and appropriate recycling bins would
accompany such a programme of installation.
Reducing impact depends on policy actions taken at all
scales of governance from local-national; however they
can begin at sites such as this, and scaled up to influence
change.

Plastiglomerate
obtained on field visit
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Introduction

Design by research
The North West Highlands of Scotland are home to a UNESCO geopark of substantial scientific
and cultural value. The park was given designation in 2015 and sits within a region of Scotland
with slow economic output; where ancient land formations give way to recent human histories of
resourcefulness and control.
The design by research work of ‘GEO-ACT’ encompasses a series of proposals which aim to
address the Scotland site and issues of the current geologic age; ‘the anthropocene’. The
primary challenge of this epoch is climate change, and the monitoring of ecosystems is of vital
importance to understand the chain of ecological reactions which are happening at micro and
macro scale.

Lewisian gneiss rock
North West Highlands Scotland

This book will summarise the work I carried out to understand the complexities of the North West
Highlands geopark, and answer my self-designed questions of; What is a geopark? How does it
perform as a landscape? How does this relate to our current geologic age - the anthropocene?
The design proposals were directly influenced by readings of theory, including works which
explore materiality, territory, scale and deep time. The paper concludes with how I synthesised
this body of work into proposals for the next stages of my design. I hope you enjoy reading.

Image: Pre-fieldwork brainstorm
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wavelengths of visible light. Dyes are usually soluble in water whereas
pigments are insoluble. A good dye has the following qualities: It has a
suitable colour. It has fastness properties, such as: Fastness to light.

Chapter 1: Time chasing
Performative fieldwork

The focus of this essay can trace its beginnings to the studio enquiry of ‘finding a way in’ to the
North Coast 500 route of North West Highlands Scotland and it’s landscape.
My interest was sparked by pre-readings on multi-scalar theory and my own research into
the geology of the area. I imagined my fieldwork as a ’24 hour landscape lab’ exploring the
paradigms of what landscape architecture is in relation to science, art and embodied experience.
The North Coast 500 runs parallel with one of the major geologic fault lines known as the
Moine thrust. This area has complex geology and a rich history of energetic movements both
overground and overground as a result of human and non-human action. My design partner and I
were brought together through our shared interest in the energetic and material forces that make
up the landscape. We wished to explore our ideas through fieldwork that questioned reductionist
and scientific methods of recording and presenting knowledge.
Our approach therefore carried forward an ethos of experimentation; by participating with the
landscape through the actants that assemble there. These pursuits became performative as our
ideas developed, and led us to conclude our fieldwork with a time-based video entitled ‘hanging
on the crag’ and a slide projection of our assemblage, which captured our interpretation of an
experiential site visit to ‘the bone caves’.
The fieldwork became a physically immersive practice and artistic in the premeditative (aesthetic)
pursuit of our work. Our aim was to explore the diversity of actants in the landscape, such as the
rocks, plants, soils and water bodies. We wanted to dig down into the earth, wade into the waters
and grasp the environment with our hands.
Before attending the fieldwork location, we researched the geology of the region and discovered
tactile words such as folding and wrapping, are used in science papers to describe the formation
of rocks and mountains. During a test stage in Edinburgh, we decided to use materials which
could carry such tactile qualities, preparing fabrics and papers pre-soaked in natural dye to soak
negatively into the land, and plain materials to absorb land matter.
Assemblage live projection

Fieldwork soil profile (1 of 9)

As a result of these trials, we formalised our practice into three methods which we would use at
three sites. The sites were chosen for their diversity of geologic profiles and variation of water
bodies such as the ocean, loch, river and waterfall. Our three methods included;
•
•
•

Immersion of pre-dyed ribbons of cotton fabric left in the water for 24hours.
Digging of non-dyed cotton fabric buried into the ground for 24 hours.
Sampling of local flora and fauna using a hand-made quadrat.

At every site we carried out the experiments in a spirit of organised spontaneity, selecting
each spot of intervention by intuition and access, collaborating with local rocks, boulders,
branches, islands and embankments to support our work. We marked the buried fabrics in a
ritualistic fashion using materials of thread, rocks and twigs. Every stage was recorded through
photography.
As a result there were surprises; we lost a water ribbon to the sea and found it again - entangled
with seaweed and fishing line. The beach of Achmelvich was littered with plastic ropes and a
bouquet of rose petals washed ashore.
For our final drawing entitled ‘Ecumene’, we represented our fieldwork by distilling imagery of
recorded actants on acetate, and projections of solid objects, a written story and historic poem
in response to an experential ecounter at the bone caves, between female humans and majestic
stag. Light works with time in different wavelengths and our aim with the transparency of layered
actants was to draw hierarchal shadows to create the form of our recorded assemblage.

Ecumene still - final assemblage

Fieldwork ribbon seaweed & plastic rope collaborator

Fieldwork ribbon - rock collaborator

Chapter 2: Vibrant matter
Contextual studies theory

Following the studio fieldwork, I engaged with the work of Jane Bennett in her pivotal book
entitled “Vibrant Matter: a political ecology of things”.
This theory helped cement my understanding of landscape actants and assemblages, which
we were asked to address in our studio drawings. Bennett proposes that every material body
- both human and non-human, has an essence which has vitality, force and power in varying
durabilities. The vibrancy of the body material can assemble or disassemble into aesthetic
closure or openess. (Bennett, 2010)
We experienced the sensation of non-human force with fieldwork, where we chose to dig,
walk and immerse ourselves with the landscape actants. This can be a powerful means of
understanding the concept of vitality, which is not intuitive unless you actively choose to
participate with the landscape.
This writing enhanced my understanding and motive for the work I wished to develop, and I
was further inspired by the notion that vitality is not perceptible. When our thoughts attempt
to perceive any vital material as a construction; the quality becomes inert or hidden as a ‘nonidentity’ and therefore de-natured of its inherent essence. (Bennett, 2010)
To comprehensively understand Bennetts theory, I had to read back and forth between authors
who influenced her work; beginning with the concepts coined by Bruno Latour, and later
readings of Deleuze and Guattari. Bruno Latour originally proposed our understanding of
the earthly word as full of actants and operators which catalyse events as agents of force. A
collected assembly of actants, can therefore catalyse to form a greater entity (an assemblage)
and ultimately a landscape. They can be human, non-human or often a combination of both.
(Latour, 2005).
Theory interpretation
drawing 1

Theory interpretation
drawing 2

In the work of Deleuze and Guttari, actants have rhythmic or kinetic tendencies which are
referred to as milieus. Using the analogy of a musical ritornello, the interactions can be couplets
(or combinations) which are not necessarily seeking a harmonious resolution. The mileus are
in fact spatial, as they form territorial assemblages which living beings may inhabit and try to
‘harmoniously’ maintain. (Kleinherenbrink, 2015)
What I found particularly insightful in this work, was the concept of territorial motifs as forms
of expression, which can be repeated at varying distances. I related this to the multi-scales of
my site, and kinetic tendencies which I later used as a reasoning to ‘characterise’ some of the
movements and knowledge that might exist within my chosen site transect. I did this through a
series of printed drawings. (Presented in chapter 5)
Although we are increasingly entangled in a mesh of actants, there is a cognitive dissonance
in how we engage with them. We can further say that they are understood by their production
or performance within a landscape, and the competency of this is measured by us. In Bennetts
theory, every material holds innate power, pulse, time and duration of existence, as well as inner
patterns and predispositions, which can results in logical or spontaneous creative structural
generation. Materials can therefore form surprising combinations. (Bennett, 2010).
The collective power of these is open and not hierarchical, not linear or pre-determined. The
more powerful a collection is, the greater its agent of capacity, vitality and resistance to force.
Therefore some of these materialities (including landscapes) can hold tension. (Bennett, 2010)

Theory interpretation
drawing 3

At the Scottish geopark there is inherent tension within the landscape; the ancient geological
thrusts formed where rocks met in resistance to one another, and the recent human history of
the highland clearances impacted the use of land; and in turn the soils, the flora, the fauna and
the political narrative of the region. (Smout, 1993)
The principles apply to all physical manifestations, but also to immaterial entities such as human
ideas, psychosocial patterns of behaviour, collective thought, and political bodies. Anything that
we can constitute as a ‘thing’ which is independent to itself. (Bennett, 2010)
My engagement with this text changed throughout the course of the design project. As an initial
start point into the realm of contextual theory, it provided a theoretical backbone for interpreting
the complexities of the geopark. Importantly, the political agency of materialities influenced my
drawing explorations. I approached the vertical scale and narrative of my site by visual means I
would not have considered otherwise.
As the design progressed, I carried forward the learnings of materiality in a more flexible sense,
and the importance of political agency was examined by the realms of territory and further
theoretical research. (Steinberg, 2018) I would argue that as we follow the trails of human power,
we find new material ‘things’ such as technology, data, and politicised narratives which will act as
cultural relics or artefacts in the near-future.
In conclusion, Bennet’s theory can be used to promote new forms of human culture which are
more attentive to the environment materialities surrounding them. Tim Ingold describes such
actant materials as immersed in a ‘meshwork’ of intra-action relations (Ingold, 2015). I wished to
explore these strands of differing relationships at my chosen site, and how our current human
actions can unfold within them.

Theory interpretation
drawing 4

Chapter 3: Geo-narrative
Geopark rhetoric

I began to research the notion of forming a narrative for the geopark and how this could be
achieved in an artistic sense based on content which was available to me, rather than a complete
fabrication by myself as author. With regard to the readings of Bennett, I had begun to postulate
her theory in 2007 could now be extended to political actants which influence our socio-cultural
perception and engagement with the landscape; through the realms of digital visual and
subliminal communication.
I felt it was important to capture this very contemporary influence and incorporate it into the
work. The ‘labelling’ of the geopark is ultimately governed by UNESCO and the rhetoric of how
these landscapes are validated is reflected in the (mostly scientific) literature available online.
The aesthetic formation of a narrative idea was researched and inspired by an essay by art-writer
Maria Fusco, a digital performance piece by Lisa Stansbie, and a process of writing by the French
Oulipo group. These three influences coincided with my decision to form a trio-piece narrative
including; an audio narrative which can be listened to, a tactile material translation of this
narrative which is ‘hidden’ or not available to read, and a visual narrative.
Maria Fusco describes how “anti-suspense and polyphonic narrative structures” can counteract
stories which are “propagated around us on a daily basis”, and can subvert the “specific
expectations and anticipations” we might have for a narrative piece. Therefore, I decided my
narration would be open-ended and devolved of full authorship and resolution, so that the viewer
must question what they are seeing and hearing to form their interpretation. (Fusco, 2009, p28)
LIsa Stansbie looks to the chaotic mass of expanding content that makes up the internet and uses
this as a research resource in the process of making art. She connects information online that
may never have been connected otherwise. For her work entitled ‘The emperor of the moon’ she
attributes her rule-based method of work as reference to the ‘Oulipo group’ of historic writers.
(Stansbie, 2009, p126)
The Oulipian technique of writing composition includes the use of intentional constrictions to
“free up the working of the unconscious”. The opposites of freedom and constriction find a
renewed poetic creation in the constraint, which then becomes the creative freedom. (Morrisey,
1990) On this basis, I decided the situational and algorhythmic bias of google searches would be
my narrative constriction.

Final curation of works
with three piece narrative (right)

Video animation still (top)

Geopark flag (above)

Preserved plastic narrative (below)

Extreme scale cross section (below)

I developed a series of key search terms which were of relevance to the geopark site in North
West Scotland based on fieldwork and theory underpinnings. The terms were searched on google
images and chosen individually with each image text caption recorded. The images were then
switched and creatively reworked to form a series of mock advertising stills with subverted new
meanings behind them. (For search terms see appendice 1)
Most people now refer to the internet as the fountain of all knowledge, which has been shown to
alter our capacity to critically evaluate what content we are actually obtaining. (Thornton, 2010)
While there is an ‘information asymetry’ in the algorhythmic nature of google (Chi et al, 2017) our
objectified vision of a geopark and its surrounding landscape will also depend on our personal
search history.
I carried out a literature review of UNESCO papers which were global in their site-contexts. The
purpose was to further my learning of geoparks and carry out comparative case studies, but also
to establish any commonalities of issues and key phrases of language.
What I established was the tone of research in the papers varied depending on the science
funding prerogatives of each country’s government. I used my critique of these papers to form an
audio narrative work, which also went through a process of editing and reworking to form a script.
(For audio script see appendice 2)
The dissonance of scientific language is evident in the audio; many sentences and turns of
phrase appear detached and set in the future, although all of the text derives from the present. I
therefore fictionalised the script as an ‘International geopark congress’ set in the future. The script
was recorded with the video; then printed and partially destroyed by materials from our fieldwork
and preserved in vacuumed plastic folders.
Audio narration editing screenshot

Chapter 4: UNESCO
Local versus international

UNESCO geoparks “are single, unified geographical areas where sites and landscapes of
international geological significance are managed with a holistic concept of protection, education
and sustainable development”. (UNESCO, 2019) The origin of these parks can be traced back
to the Man and the Biosphere Programme (MAB) developed in 1971 to form a scientific basis for
improving the relationship between humans and their environment. (Wang et al, 2019)
Since their inception in the 1990’s, geoparks have “rapidly established as societal institutions”.
(Stoffelen, 2019) In Spring 2020, there will be a UNESCO board council where the following
countries have proposed parks for endorsement: Canada, China, Finland, Korea Rep, Spain,
Vietnam, Nicaragua, UK, Serbia, Indonesia, Portugal and Russian Federation. If approved - they
will bring the worldwide designation of sites up to 161 in 44 countries. (Global geoparks network,
2019)
Geoparks undergo regular assessments and revalidation to reflect the “quality inherent to a
UNESCO label”. (Justice, 2018) This includes demonstrating long term financial viability and
geotourism initiatives which will lead to sustainable development. Earth science communication
is one of the key aims of education within the geoparks, including abstract concepts such as the
deformation (orogenic folding) of rocks, deep geologic time, and current evolution of our planet.
(Justice, 2018).
The geodiversity of a region is linked to its biodiversity, both of these are of equal importance
and subsequently determine the landscape diversity. The conservation priorities of these sites
can sometimes be in conflict with one another, and an integrated approach which considers
natural habitats, hydrology and geo-heritage can present a sustainable and educational model.
(Swierkosz, 2017)
The science of geology has not always been entirely earth-bound. Knowledge within the field was
enhanced by study of meterorites and mapping of planets within our universe. The finest example
of this is the study of the moon and its potential as a host planet. This thinking still continues,
“where many characteristics and particulars of some geoparks can be invaluable for future studies
beyond our planet”. (Martinez-Frias, 2018)
In economic terms, the geological environment has always been viewed as a “container” of
industrial and energy resources. (Ruban, 2017) In some countries, the propositional potential
of new geopark sites is noted as a resource for public and policy makers to develop, as “ideal
instruments of the geodiversity resource exploitation”. (Ruban, 2017)
Some park sites contain a historic past of such resource exploitation, for example the Fforest
Fawr geopark in Wales. Here, the geology fuelled expansion of the metal industry with close
associations to the mining and quarrying of Wales over a timespan of 200 years, which influenced
global industrial history. (Ramsay, 2017)

Since then, the region has experienced economic decline and the creation of the geopark aims
to bring sustainable economic benefit to the community, while engaging them to protect the
ancient monuments, relics of industrial history and geo-heritage. (Ramsay, 2017)
Tourism is often the fundamental driver for bringing ‘sustainable development’ to geoparks.
However, there are drawbacks to dependence on such human-heavy methods, not least including
the risk of degradation to the environment which is purposefully being protected.
In Hong Kong where visitor numbers reach between 1.4-1.5 million per year, tourism carrying
capacity (TCC) has been measured to evaluate the tension between the use of geopark areas,
regional economic development, the protection of the environment, and the quality of visitor
experience. What they established was the local community were in agreement with the
geopark management principles, which generated goodwill to towards visitors, increasing their
satisfaction and subsequently increasing the economic gain of the site. (Guo et al, 2019)

UNESCO literature review - excerpt
interpretation notes (1 of 3)

Following the literature review, I carried out a case study of two selected geoparks.
If we compare both sites against the geopark of North West Highlands, there are a number of
paralells between them. In the Netherlands, a study working with the local population revealed
that affiliation to the geopark and perception of its boundaries was linked to the visibility of the
landscape (it’s geomorphological landmarks), and the amount of time spent with it.
With all three sites, there is a process of instiutionalising the landscape by its UNESCO
accreditation, elevating its value on the world stage because of its scientific value. The motifs
remain anthropogenic in an approach to ‘utilise’ the land for the sake of educational and
economic gain, albeit in a sustainable model.

THE HONDSRUG LANDSCAPE has been populated since pre-historic times, and ancient
settlements form the basis of spatial configurations for towns and cities in the region. There are a
greater number of inhabitants living within the geopark than many other worldwide sites. While
the park received designation relatively recently, a study into the landscape has illuminated some
inherent flaws in the initial management approach.
Despite having a rich cultural and archaeological history related to the geology, the landscape
associations and territorial identities of the local people were not integrated into the narrative
of the park. Subsequently, the area of the geopark is in fact larger than most residents are able
to identify in mental map exercises. This is reflected in the levels of engagement by the local
community, and their support of the ‘brand’ which could be strengthened. (Stoffelen et al, 2019)
One of the objectives of the UNESCO parks is to anchor the physical landscape with it’s sociocultural attributes. However, the level of affinity with landscape has been shown to relate to the
length of residence and age within the Hondsrug. Those who are older and have lived in the
region for longer, have greater associations. (Stoffelen et al, 2019)

De Hondsrug
Location: North East Netherlands
Global Geopark network designated year: 2013
UNESCO designated year: 2015
Population density: 240,000
Scale: 1,000 km2
Landscape priorities: Heritage and education

THE ‘GEOPARK POPULARIZATION’ OF HUANGSHAN is regarded as a success by the Chinese
Government - owing to it’s efficient management approaches. (Han et al, 2018)
The geoparks in China are mostly located in underdeveloped rural areas, where poverty levels are
higher. It has been recognised that these sites of geological significance can be utilised long-term
as a resource, because they are irreplaceable. (Han et al, 2018)
Of the 1600 inhabitants, a large proportion of them are the staff. The entire site is protected by
laws which are national and region in scale, to regulate the geological heritage. Conservation
measures have been put in place to limit any potential damage such as; graded protection zones,
soil regeneration to protect against erosion through use of vegetation, control of atmospheric
pollution by promoting hiking and buses rather than cars, and habitat monitoring.
The paradox of increasing tourism, increasing economy and increasing conservation efforts is an
interesting case example of how the UNESCO values are interpreted . (Han et al, 2018)

Huangshan
Location: Anhui province, East China
Global Geopark network designated year: 2004
UNESCO designated year: 2015
Population density: 1600
Scale: 160.6km2
Landscape priorities: Education and tourism (economy)

Chapter 5: Geo-distraction
Mapping the moon is not absurd

Following my work in creating a narrative for the geopark, I developed further drawings which
tackled the issue of territory at varying scales. This emerged as a result of my research into
UNESCO rhetoric and engagement with political and material theories. I began to question what
frontiers the park encounters on the vertical plane as well as the horizontal.
To achieve this, I generated a material flag for the geopark site, identifying the boundary lines
of the land, the sea and the significant geologic fault lines and thrust lines which provide the
scientific basis for the park designation. At sea, flagged marker bouys are used at sites of
significance such as fishing zones and underwater activities, and flags have traditionally been
used on land to mark sovereignty and sites of defense. The survival of fragile marine ecosystems
and land-based habitats depend on the importance of commercial, recreational and militant
behaviour, which such a flag can symbolise.
In the colonising anthropocene, we have wanted to conquer the unknown and create a future
without limits; while the moon holds our eye with its visible surface and the depths of sea resist
our gaze. For my design, I zoned into the bay of Achmelvich within the geopark, and selected a
transect which crossed from the land out into the sea. To continue my engagement with the work
of Bennett and Delueze and Guttari; I created a series of prints which I used to ‘characterise’ the
essence and movement tendencies of the offshore waters, the shoreline and the machair soil and
geology of the site.
I also researched the landscape of the Achmelvich in greater detail, by contacting the ranger and
establishing what ecological chains exist. This included what short-term and long-term issues of
conflict or concern are present, and what programming had been created (if there was any) to
address the current geologic age and climate change as part of the geopark agenda. The focus is
in fact heritage and education.
To gather all of my research into one visual piecel, I created a vertical cross-section which
represented the site of Achmelvich bay at hyperscale. The result is a drawing which incorporates
earth science knowledge, artistic interpretations of the site, and layers of earthly and non-earthly
boundaries, thresholds and territories.
There was an aspiration to emphasise how the macro and micro are interrelated, and where we
can find the same inherent biological or ecological issues mirroring themselves at multi-scales.
The section also acted as a scenario building exercise, for two further transects in the future which
are both plausible depending on the level of human agency (and in what capacity) this is placed
upon the landscape.
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Chapter 6: Primordial plastic
Anthropocene markers

The water masses of earth can be marked by anthropogenic events and hold histories. While the
ocean tides offer the sounds of tranquility, they also return to us the detritus of human industry
past and present, in the form of pollution. (Probyn, 2018)
The presence of plastic pollution has been found in all marine environments including arctic
sea ice. Microplastics account for 92% of these plastics, which directly harm marine life. Further
information on how they are distributed is needed to understand the scale and increasing severity
of the plastics problem. (Sebille et al, 2015)
The boom in plastics began at the dawn of consumerist mass production in the 1940’s and 1950’s.
They were cheap and substituted other manufacturing materials. (Liboiron et al, 2017) Inventions
progressed from initial inception at the turn of the twentieth century, into contemporary
thermoplastic polymers. In time plastics were mastered and reproduced as container and
instrument, eventually into objects intended only for the sake of their use as “the world can be
plasticised.“ (Barthes, 1972)
Such substances are now viewed as ‘undead’ molecules as they do not interact with other
lifeforms. Each piece of plastic detritus takes from hundreds to tens of thousands of years to
break down and during this time they become fragmented and embrittled through wave action
and UV photodegradation. They then sink or become suspended in water. (Sebille et al, 2015),
(Robertson, 2016).
Kirsty Robertson was the first artist to examine found items washed ashore, of hybridised plastic
and organic substances which formed new material bodies she labelled ‘plastiglomerates’. This
term was used to describe “a reminder, an indicator of the slow violence of massive pollution. It
brings together deep geological time and current consumerism. “ (Robertson, 2016)
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The naming and identification of these sculptural pieces are offered as charismatic fossils of our
future. Plastics have a birth and death lifespan of their own; and their origins begin from millions
of years of geologic time as the ‘primordial muck’ of petroleum oil. They progress up a chain of
processing into their final state of maleable plasticity. (Robertson, 2016) Roland Barthes describes
how these objects came to represent the human trace of the anthropocene as they embody
“none of the genuine produce of the mineral world: foam, fibres, strata.” (Barthes, 1972)
We recognise the concept of material vitalism inherent in the evolved plastics, as “the
plastiglomerate becomes figurative, realistic. The plastic aspect gains a longevity and aesthetic
vibrancy that it would not otherwise have.” (Robertson, 2016)
Plastics at sea are typically measured by surface towing nets and trawls. (Sebille et al, 2015)
Modern technologies have been developed to try and tackle the cleanup challenges of the
ocean, however the scale of the problem is so extensive that these solutions can not compete.
It is recognised that more data is needed, and citizen scientist schemes which focus on
micro-monitoring can help fill this gap in the immediate short-term. The Civic Laboratory for
Environmental Action Research (CLEAR) in Newfoundland, Canada has developed a LADI (“lady”)
prototype trawler, which can be created at minimal expense and used by local communities.
(Liboiron et al, 2017)

Retrieval

LADI trawl plastics retrieval solution

Prototypes of ocean cleanup barriers can not compete
with the scale of the marine plastics problem and the
continued introduction of debris into the environment.
Low-tech aquatic debris instrument (LADI or “lady”) is
a protype self-build tool which collects surface water

microplastics, when ‘trawled’ behind a boat.

This template model is free for communities around
the world to build at minimal expense. Plastics can b
retrieved from local waters and small-data shared on
global scale.

Conclusion
In a single grain of shore sand we can uncover hundreds of thousands of years of geological,
geographical and biological history. This now includes beads and strands of plastic. Immersion
with such elements can be an embodied encounter of time and power in the anthropocene.
In the words of Dan Mcquillan - “resilience and the anthropocene can be seen as grand narratives
of crisis, played out at the level of populations and the planet. They are closely correlated with
emerging effects at the level of lived daily experience; effects which we might call algorithmic
governance” (Mcquillan, 2017)
To conclude my work and move forward to the next stage of design, my concept addresses the
lack of engagement with climate change as the pressing issue of our current geologic age. I
propose this by a ‘citizen scientist framework’; where we can find potential in manageable scales
of thought and action which influence the frame of regional politics.
We have learned through studying the rhetoric of UNESCO and various international sites, that
there is an irony in geoparks being given designation of scientific importance in respect of their
geology. Yet the performative focus of these landscapes is not about addressing climate change,
but finding an economic model which supports local communities through sustainable tourism
and heritage conservation.

Research process
The design proposals were
a direct result of research
which crossed a number of
disciplines.

The relationships between theory,
ideas, intuition and experience
remain open as the work continues.

Multidisciplinary research
An overarching awareness
of art/aesthetic and the
landscape as a whole
continue to shape the
design.

Drawing & theory process

I propose these global parks could offer an alternative form of ‘use’ to become less focused on
sustainable productivity but situational advocates for ‘changes of action in the anthropocene’
- such landscape assemblies are described by Judith Butler as “plural forms of performative
action”. (Butler, 2015)
Obtaining climate change data can be slow, inaccessible and cumbersome without large funding.
Furthermore, the language of data is limiting and inaccessible to most people. However, in
response to this an understanding of environmental changes can be taken through small scale
interactions.
The aim of my design proposals are to demystifying the ivory tower of climate science within
the onshore and offshore landscapes of North West Highlands. I envisage my project as a series
of monitoring and engagement interventions at a small site scale which could be scaled up and
used throughout the geopark as part of the citizens scientist framework. The programme would
involve collaboration between artists, community, the general public, scientists and governing
bodies.
I have learned the value of engaging with theory across multiple disciplines and how to use
this as a means to strengthen and question personal design work and modes of thinking. As a
result, I remained inspired through the project and generated a number of ideas and methods of
working which would undoubtedly not have arisen were it not for the engagement with research.
The design and research were inextricably linked and remain hard to pull apart. I have enjoyed
the process and look forward to continuing my work next term.

Total word count: 4890

Timeframe
The designed framework of intervention does not work in a
linear trajectory between 2020-2050, but instead plays into a
responsive loop.

itizen scientists

onger a person engages with an environment, the greater the likelihood they will
and act on its behalf.

ens can become empowered to act in ways that combat the global health and
Non-linear design timeline
te crisis of
plastics pollution and land-based change of habitats.

design framework aims to help inspire this engagement.

Citizen science framework of performative action

Appendice 1
Google search results: Wed 28th October 2019
Business: Key elements of any business plan
image citation: https://pestleanalysis.com/key-elements-of-business-plan/
Capitalism: Give Left-Capitalism a Chance
image citation: https://www.thecrimson.com/column/socially-liberal-fiscally-liberal/article/2019/4/26/
brooks-give-left-capitalism-chance/
Capitalism: Trumps fantasy capitalism | The new republic
image citation: https://newrepublic.com/article/145416/trumps-fantasy-capitalism-president-underminesrepublicans-traditional-economic-arguments
Ecology: destroying nature unleashes infectious diseases
image citation: https://www.nytimes.com/2012/07/15/sunday-review/the-ecology-of-disease.html
Ecology: media ecology: revisiting tv garden - announcements
image citation: https://www.e-flux.com/announcements/280549/media-ecology-revisiting-tv-garden/
Geology: $104,000 starting salary for geologist - salary survey reports
image citation: https://www.forbes.com/sites/trevornace/2015/11/22/make-degree-geology-salary-surveyreports/#54640d6e2cfa
Geopark: Trust urges public to help Northwest highlands Geopark close the funding gap
image citation: https://www.walkhighlands.co.uk/news/trust-urges-public-to-help-northwest-highlandsgeopark-close-funding-gap/0016356/
Geopolitics: The geopolitics of artificial intelligence
https://www.forbes.com/sites/cognitiveworld/2019/01/28/the-geopolitics-of-artificialintelligence/#5ed02eee79e1
Sustainable tourism: Why ‘sustainable tourism’ is the next tedious travel trend
image citation:https://www.scmp.com/magazines/post-magazine/travel/article/3022580/why-sustainabletourism-next-tedious-travel-trend
Soil: The science behind keeping soil healthy
image citation: https://www.draxbiomass.com/science-behind-keeping-soil-healthy/
Plants: can plants help us avoid a climate catastrophe
image citation:https://blog.oup.com/2019/05/plants-help-avoid-climate-catastrophe/
Sand: Premium washed building sand
image citation: https://www.beatsons.co.uk/aggregates-c2436/beatsons-premium-washed-buildingsand-p13726
Deer: a humane world
image citation: https://blog.humanesociety.org/2017/07/epa-gives-thumbs-vaccine-manage-deerpopulations-humanely.html
Stream: nutrient pollution can harm stream ecosystems in previous unknown ways
image citation:https://freshwaterblog.net/2015/04/17/nutrient-pollution-can-harm-stream-ecosystems-inprevious-unknown-ways/

Loch: Loch hashtag on twitter
image citation:https://twitter.com/hashtag/loch
Knowledge: Knowledge is power - home | Facebook
image citation: https://www.facebook.com/officialknowledgeispower/
Scottish community: Scottish land commission seeks views on community engagement
Image citation: https://www.scottishconstructionnow.com/article/scottish-land-commission-seeks-views-oncommunity-engagement
Local: Why local businesses will need websites more than ever in 2019
image citation: https://www.seocorporation.net/why-local-businesses-will-need-websites-more-than-everin-2019/
Assynt: Assynt foundation, home of Glencanisp lodge, Lochinver
image citation: https://www.assynt-foundation.co.uk
Mankind: For all mankind on apple tv+
image citation: https://tv.apple.com/us/show/for-all-mankind/umc.cmc.6wsi780sz5tdbqcf11k76mkp7
Cave: deep in an ancient cave an unexpected form of life
image citation: https://ideas.ted.com/deep-in-an-ancient-cave-an-unexpected-form-of-life/
Climate: how to talk to kids about climate change
image citation: https://www.npr.org/2019/10/22/772266241/how-to-talk-to-your-kids-about-climatechange?t=1572298717952
Seasons: Why do we have seasons - and how to travel to your favourite any time of year
image citation: https://www.travelandleisure.com/trip-ideas/nature-travel/why-do-we-have-seasons
River: Rivers and human rights: we are the river, the river is us
image citation: https://www.epw.in/engage/article/we-are-river-river-us
		
Valley: valley | geology | britannia.com
image citation:https://www.britannica.com/science/valley
North Coast 500: romantic proposal hotspots on the north coast 500
image citation: https://www.rox.co.uk/magazine/rox-loves/romantic-places-north-coast-500
Car: watch the worlds most expensive new car in motion
image citation: https://www.motor1.com/news/313994/bugatti-la-voiture-noire-driving/
Petrol: what can we expect to happen to petrol prices in 2019
image citation: https://dailybusinessgroup.co.uk/2019/04/what-can-we-expect-to-happen-to-petrol-pricesin-2019/

Appendice 2
70th INTERNATIONAL GEOLOGICAL CONGRESS
At some point, we reached an impasse between science, politics, nature and economy.
The theme of this congress is territorial identity, and holistic protection.
Let us begin, by talking about the spatial affinity of our inhabitants and the boundaries of cultural
relic assets.
The competitive advantage of institutionalised geoparks, plays a vital role in the popularisation of
science, and the designation of heritage.
These resources are precious to society. Now everyone can access everything.
It should be remembered, that park exploitation is for the efficient production of social-economic
benefits.
Now we can focus on development drivers - in a win-win situation.
Volumes of visitors have been recognised, and there is modern management of the geological
environment.
The model and conceptual framework of geoparks has made a shift from ‘objective’ spatial
hotspots and coldspots - into epicentres which imbue meaning into the landscape.
We conserve core values.
In the case of Scotland, biophysical insights are protected by national or regional laws.
Exploitation of this resource is incomplete.
The national commissions of the UNESCO should be deeper involved in the evaluation of
proposals.
In our well justified policy making, it is sensible to stress - that sometimes the geodiversity
resource is closely linked to other natural resources.
And linked to significant ecological barrier zones.
Geoparks are similar to zoos and museums.
They serve as centres for informal learning.
The ultimate aim of geoeducation is conservation.
We need to review the actions taken - by private business owners
and registered capital.

ECOLOGY
The ABC for biotic elements, states that alien shrub species are separated at landscape scale.
Low anthropogenic pressure impacts forest communities.
One of the motivations for visiting the landscape is aesthetics.
CONCLUSION
We conclude that only when there is enough recognition and embedding of the park brand, will
spontaneous ecology happen.
This includes “mineral resources, waters, forests, mountains, grasslands, unreclaimed land,
beaches, and resources owned by the state”
Our aim is to deliver environmental protection messages to tourists and protect our homeland.
Countries should plan their participation in the international network to demonstrate their geo
tourism.
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